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An approximate numerical solution procedure for calculating the 
plane stress distribution in a rotating disk is presented. The procedure 
involves numerical techniques- applied to the relationships arising from 
the theory of elasticity, and is., in general, intended for solving two 
dimensional stress distributions in rotating disks. 
An important feature of the method developed is the use of polar 
coordinates in conuunction with finite difference equations. Polar grid 
networks lend themselves especially well to rotating disk problems in 
that the grid may be selected such that it fits concentric circular bound-
aries exactly, thus .avoiding approximations to certain boundary-adjacent 
points .•' ' 
All necessary relationships for solving two-dimensional disk prob-
lems are presented« .For solving the biharmonic equation, the "composite 
solution" is employed, and its general properties discussed. As an exam-
ple of the applicability of the developed procedure, it was applied to 
the classical one-dimensional problem of the plane rotating disk with a 
centrally located circular hole. It was noted for a symmetrical stress 
distribution, the number of terms needed in the composite solution may 
be reduced considerably. 
Relaxation techniques in conjunction with finite differences were 
programmed for the Burroughs 220 Algebraic Compiler, and high-speed digital 
computation was thereby performed to solve the biharmonic equation for the 
required stress functions of the "composite solution." A final computer 
vii 
program was employed to combine the "composite" stress functions and to 
compute the stresses. The exact values of the stresses, obtained from 
the known solution, were also computed in the final program to furnish a 
means of comparison. 
At the inner boundary of the disk, the tangential stress computed 
numerically is 11.32 per cent lower than the exact value for this same 
pointo At other points the error is less, with the numerical and exact 
radial stresses agreeing -almost exactly at the inner and outer boundar-
ies. It is believed that the high rate of change of the tangential stress 
with respect to the radius in the vicinity of the inner boundary is the 
underlying reason for the magnitude of the error observed there. Errors 
in the final results are discussed with respect to rotational speed, 




Due to an advancing s ta te of the a r t , ro ta t iona l speeds of cer-
t a in equipment items, such as-turbine wheels and the impellers of c e n t r i -
fugal compressors, have increased to a point where the induced s t resses 
are highly c r i t i c a l * In applied design, the s t ress d i s t r ibu t ion in the 
body is usually computed by t rea t ing the problem as one of a ro ta t ing 
disk having a configuration which approximates tha t of the ac tual pa r t . 
From t h i s standpoint, a solution to the problem of the ro ta t ing disk in 
general would be highly des i rable . 
Insofar as s t ress d is t r ibut ions are concerned, there presently 
exis ts an exact solution for the one-dimensional ro ta t ing d isk , and 
2 3 4 . 
several approximate methods for the two-dimensional case. ' ' One of 
the two-dimensional methods has been extended to account for variable disk 
thickness» A review of the two-dimensional solutions reveals that they 
are of "two basic types: ei ther closed form approximations to a specific 
problem, or appl icat ions of the small hole - in f in i t e plate theory. 
I t was f e l t tha t a more general approach to the two-dimensional 
problem via the known theory of e l a s t i c i t y would f i l l an exis t ing gap in 
the methods of solution now avai lab le . For t h i s reason, the general r e l a -
t ionships for a two-dimensional problem in polar coordinates were used to 
formulate a numerical, or f i n i t e difference, solution procedure. In tha t 
i t was desired to check the va l id i ty and. accuracy of the procedure developed, 
the procedure was applied directly to the one-dimensional rotating disk 
with a central hole, for which an exact solution is available„ 
The solution procedure presented is intended to be a general out 
line for numerical solutions of two-dimensional rotating disk problems. 
The notation employed is the same as that in Reference 1. • 
CHAPTER II 
ELASTIC THEORY IN POLAR COORDINATES FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS 
Basic Relations 
In considering a rotating disk of constant thickness, in which 
axial loads are absent, and the thickness relatively small compared to 
the diameter, it is reasonable to assume.that axial stresses are negli-
gible, thus, plane stress theory will be used. In the literature, this 
two-dimensional state of stress is referred to as "plane stress." Appli-
cation of the conditions of plane stress to the general three-dimensional 
elasticity relations yields a particular set of equations which govern the 
state of plane stress. 
Equilibrium Conditions 
For the condition of zero angular acceleration of the body under 
consideration, tangential "body forces sire zero, and dynamic equilibrium 
of the stresses is stated mathematically by 
>• dx 
do -. r o - oQ 
_ £ + I e + _E !• + R = o (l) 
dr r d9 r v 
. -I £ + -3L + _ l 2 . o C2) 
or 
where R is a body force term, which may be expressed in terms of a poten-
tial as: 
R - bV 
dr 
h 
Strain Deformation Relations 
The s t r a ins are defined in terms of the displacements as follows: 
du ,' 
£r = 3F (3) 
u 1 bv ,.• . 
e 9 = = r + rSB ( » 
_ i Su dv > ro 
7 r Q ~ 'rjQ
 + ^ r 7 ( 5 ) 
y 
Stress-Stra in Relations 
From Hooke's Law-, the e l a s t i c s t r e s s - s t r a i n re la t ions are given by: 
€ r = I ( a r " V09] ( 6 ) 
e 0 " E ( f f 0 - V f f r ) ' ( 7 ) 
2 ( 1 +- -v) „. / o x 
Stress Function 
In conjunction with the previous conditions, a stress function, 
4>, is proposed such that the stresses may be expressed as functions of 
d> and/or its derivatives plus a possible body force term. It is further 
required that the resulting expressions for the stresses satisfy the equil-
ibrium equations (l) and (2). The stresses in. terms of the stress func-
tion are; 
5 
'^2" ': : " 
o • (D ' • 
a0 = ~~2 + V (10> 
or 
i a* i a2i>_ 
V " ~2 39 " r "Sr̂ e (1L) 
0 r 
where V is assumed to be a function of radius only. That the above expres-
sions for the stresses are valid may be verified by substituting them into 
the equilibrium equations. 
Compatibility Equation 
Examination of the strain-deformation equations [3), (^), and (5) 
reveals that the three strains are all expressed in terms of no more than 
the two displacements u and v. If the strains are to vary in a contin-
uous manner over the body, they are not independent of one another, and 
are, in fact, related in some specific manner. Mathematically, this 
relationship between the strains is expressed as the "compatibility equa-
tion," which is obtained from equations ($), (k), and (5) (see Appendix 
A). The compatibility equation is 
< £e + ^e ) (V) + 4 - 7 4> ^-A + 2 J? > < V " ° <*>• 
6 ou or 
Rigorous mathematical i n v e s t i g a t i o n s have revealed t h a t t h e com-
p a t i b i l i t y equa t ion i s a necessary cond i t i on for s ing le -va lued d i s p l a c e -
ments . Fur thermore , in a simply connected r e g i o n , or in a s imply con-
nected subregion of a mul t ip ly connected r e g i o n , i t i s a s u f f i c i e n t 
c o n d i t i o n . 
Boundary Conditions 
Physically, a statement of the boundary conditions is simply that 
normal and shear stresses are zero on the boundaries of the body. An 
equivalent mathematical expression is obtained by considering an element 
of -volume, of unit depth, bounded by Ax, Ay, and As, where As 
denotes a differential element of boundary. Such an element of volume 
is shown in Figure 1. For the sake of clarity, and relative ease of 
derivation, the boundary conditions will be derived in rectangular coor-
dinates, and later transformed into polar coordinates. 
Noting that normal and shear stresses are zero on face As, we 
have, from static equilibrium, 
T. F = 0 x 
r, F = o 
" y 
For the x-summation, we have 
-ayAy + T Ax + X (̂  AxAy) = 0 
-«x<g>+V<s'> +*<5.£>*-0 
Taking the limit as Ax, Ay, and As all approach zero, the body force 
term approaches zero, and we have 
.„ *Z + a § = 0 (13) 
x ds xy ds 
From the y-summation, we have 
yi 
.Figure 1 . Element on Boundary, 
a y A x : "• T x y A y + Y ^ 2 ^ ^ = ° 
Taking the limit a,s above,'we-have 
dx ly ^ . ' , . 
a y d i - I x y d i = ° W 
These two expressions obtained from the x and y-summations of 
the forces constitute the boundary conditions that must be satisfied by 
the stresses in order that the condition of zero boundary loading be valid-
Michell's Displacement Conditiers 
Any function <b(r}6) will yield a set of stresses which will 
satisfy the equilibrium equations provided these stresses are calculated 
using equations (9) to (1.1). By this technique, more than one set- of 
stresses, corresponding to different functions <l>, may be obtained which 
will satisfy the equations of equilibrium and a giver; set of boundary 
conditions, because the three stresses r , rr„, T • need satisfy onlv 
"t3 6 x-
6 
two equations of equilibrium. At this point, the problem i? 'Statically' 
indeterminate" in that an insufficient number c.f equations are available . 
to define a unique- 'state cf. stress. Additional conditions on <t> are 
obtained hy studying the components of displacement « The correct stress 
function is the one which results in displacements that are single-valued 
and continuous. As stated above, the compatibility equation is a necessary 
condition, and therefore? the correct stress function results in the com-
patibility equation be.lug satisfied„• However, in the case of a multiply 
connected region, the compatibility equation is not sufficient, and other 
conditions are required. These extra conditions are known as Michell's. 
conditions and are given, as:.,. 
d s = 
r dv 
" ( 1 " v ) / . "55 d s ' ( i = l > 2 , 5 , . . . , n ) ( i s ) 
c. 
1 
" dn 3s 
d s = - ( 1 - v ) / „ dV dV y -^ " X 3s 
•f U T V 
r 
) / (Vk> d s , ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , i t ) -
J n C. 
.1 
/ , ^ ) + , ^ i i . . : ( i . v ) r v ^ * ) +• 
acvo) 
ds •+ (1+v) •/ (Vi ) d s , ( i = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , I L ) 
'":£) 
(17) 
f o r a m u l t i p l y c o n n e c t e d r e g i o n w i t h n i n t e r n a l b o u n d a r i e s . The I :me 
i n t e g r a l s i n d i c a t e d a r e t a k e n a round a n y c l o s e d c o n t o u r , C., w i t h i n t h e 
body wh ich e n c l o s e s a n ' i n t e r n a l b o u n d a r y . There e x i s t s a d i s t i n c t s e t •of 
t h r e e e q u a t i o n s f o r e a c h i n t e r n a l b o u n d a r y o f t h e b o d y . I t s h o u l d be n o t e d 
t h a t t h e s p e c i f i c form of M i e h e l l ' s c o n d i t i o n s s t a t e d above was a r r i v e d a t 
by a s suming t h a t b o u n d a r y l o a d i n g s of a n e x t e r n a l n a t u r e and t h e r m a l 
s t r e s s e s were b o t h z e r o . 
E q u a t i o n s ( l ) t h r o u g h (17 ) a r e now s u f f i c i e n t t o d e f i n e c o m p l e t e l y 
a s t a t e o f p l a n e s t r e s s c o n s i s t e n t w i t h t h e a s s u m p t i o n s s e t f o r t h i n t h e 
d e v e l o p m e n t . Any s o l u t i o n <t> t h a t s a t i s f i e s t h e above c o n d i t i o n s i s t h e n 
a u n i q u e s o l u t i o n t o t h e p a r t i c u l a r p l a n e s t r e s s p rob l em i n w h i c h t h e body 
h a s no t r a n s l a t i o n a l o r r o t a t i o n a l d i s l o c a t i o n s . 
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICATION OF-ELASTIC THEORY TO ROTATING DISK 
Statement of 'Problem 
It is now desired to apply the theory developed .in the preceding 
chapter to the problem of a circular disk rotating about its geometrical 
center in plane motion., 
Boundary Conditions 
The boundaries of the disk are to be free of externally applied 
loads, and shall experience no maimer cf constraint „ All loading? of the 
disk material shall be strictly due to the centrifugal body forces arising 
from the rotation of the disk. Thermal stresses are thereby neglected„ 
Description of the Disk 
Since no specific engineering problem gave rise to this investigation, 
the choice of dimensions and specific geometry was deemed arbitrary, sub-
ject to practical considerations. At the outset, it was decided that-the 
investigation, would be restricted to disks of constant thickness, due zc 
the large number of extra terms which must be included to account for 
variations .in thickness. In. that it was desired to test and evaluate the 
solution procedure developed, it was necessary to select a disk configu-
ration for which an exact solution exists. To this end, the disk selected 
was one of eight inches outside diameter possessing a centrally locared 
circular hole of two inches diameter. The disk material was considered 
to be steel in the computations, and the rotational speed fixed at 2000 
rpm. 
11 
P o t e n t i a l Function 
From equat ions ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 9 ) , ( 1 0 ) , and ( 1 1 ) , we have t h e p a i r 
of cond i t i ons 
or 
7 19 ~ ° 
Thus, 
•dV 2 
—_ .-. _ pu) r 
d r • , 
2 2 
2 
with the arbitrary constant being taken as zero. With the above results, 
the stress equations may be rewritten in terms of this potential function 
as 
1 do , 1 a2^ ou 2r 2 HB) 
Qr " r *& + "5 '"2 " ̂ T " 
r <30 
.2 2 2 
_ d 0) pw r , v 
V 7~2 - — ? — ^9 J 
or 
_ _1_ d* 1 d20> , x 
9 r 
Biharmonic Equation 
In light of the properties of the compatibility equation (12), and 
the fact that the stress function expressions for the stresses satisfy 
the equilibrium equations (l) and (2), it would be desirable to combine 
r 
1.2 
t h e two r e s u l t s . The r e s u l t i n g e q u a t i o n would t h e n i n c o r p o r a t e t h e 
p r o p e r t i e s o f s i n g l e - v a l u e d n e s s and e q u i l i b r i u m i n t o one m a t h e m a t i c a l 
e x p r e s s i o n . 
I n i t i a l l y , t h e s t r e s s - s t r a i n r e l a t i o n s ( 6 ) t o ( 8 ) a r e s u b s t i -
t u t e d i n t o t h e c o m p a t i b i l i t y e q u a t i o n (12 ) i n o r d e r t o o b t a i n a n e q u a t i o n 
i n t e r m s o f t h e s t r e s s e s . The r e s u l t i n g e x p r e s s i o n , a f t e r s u b s t i t u t i o n 
and r e a r r a n g e m e n t a p p e a r s a s 
^2 . 'do I d a d a 
2 ( l + v ) ( ^ + i | , ) ( T ) + d + 2 v ) - ^ - * + v r * 
9 rd& dr 
/ 0 N ^ e v
 a °e a , 2°0 n - (2 + v) ^ — + - — T.- - r — « - = 0 d r i' ^ d > 2 
d c>r 
The s t r e s s e s a r e now ' r e w r i t t e n in. t e r m s of t h e s t r e s s f u n c t i o n u s i n g 
e q u a t i o n s ( 1 8 ) t h r o u g h ( 2 0 ) , and a f t e r r e a r r a n g i n g , t h e e q u a t i o n a p p e a r s 
i n t h e form 
^ 0 + £ ^1 1 £*J? 4 i_ ^0 A d \ .p, v 
T T r " 3 " r . 2 '" 3 "d7 "" 3 . . _ 2 ^ ' J 
dr dr^ dr r^ r^ d rd0 
L 2 d \ Ij. d
20 , 1 d \ o M x . , . 2 
+ " 2 7 2 : ^ 2 + " ¥ - 5 + T : TTf = 2 ^ " v ) P to 
r d r d# r 60 r d0 
which i s known a s t h e non-homogensous b i b a r m c n i c e q u a t i o n . The m o t i v a -
t i o n f o r t h i s t e r m i n o l o g y becomes e v i d e n t when i t i s r e a l i z e d t h a t e q u a -
t i o n (21 ) may b e f a c t o r e d i n t o a form 
ft+H+4;^V = 2(1-v)pu>2 
13 
which is simply one Laplacian operator acting upon another, or using the 
notation V̂  for the Laplacian operator, we have the following notation 
for the nonhomogeneous biharmonic 
V \ =-. ̂  • ST<b = 2 ( 1 - v) pw2 
If the right hand side of (21) is zero, then the partial differential 
equation is homogeneous, and is merely the Laplacian of a harmonic func-
tion taken twice, or biharmonic. 
Due to the features included in its derivation, the biharmonic 
equation, in conjunction with a given set of boundary conditions, will 
yield a stress function that will satisfy equilibrium, and will, ensure 
single-valued displacements in a simply connected region, or a simply 
connected sub region of a multiply connected region. To ensure that the 
displacements are single valued over a multiply connected region, such 
as the disk under consideration, Mich€>ll!s displacement conditions must 
be satisfied as well as the biharmonic equation. 
The solution of this particular problem will then be a specific 
stress function <t> that will satisfy equations (15), (16), (17), and 
(21). From this stress function, the stresses a . a~, T are easily 
\ / J . vTJ VQ> r 
obtained by applying equations (18) through (2.0). 
Boundary Conditions 
The biharmonic equation (21) has the form 
>A ^ N^ "v217 ^ 2 , . 
• ! • + 2 - % » - , + *-*•- - d-v)( < q ^ ) 
bx bx dy~ by <& dy 




V = 7 T + V 
oy 
- ^ + v 






Appl i ca t ion o f boundary condi t ions i s made by s u b s t i t u t i o n of t h e above 
express ions for t h e s t r e s s e s in to equat ions (13) and (1*0. From equa t ion 
( 1 3 ) , we have, on t h e boundar ies , i , 
2 2 
/ ^ <t> , ,M dy , d <D x dx _ " ( 7-2 + V) d? " ( 5x17 } di" " ° ay 
o r . 
A / L . ) - u. ^Z 
ds K 'ay ' . "• " ds 
This leads t o 
' l O 
By s u b s t i t u t i o n i n t o (1*0, we ob ta in 
( L± ) 5* + r <f*_ ) i l • + v — = 0 1 . 2 ' ds + ^ oW ; ds + V ds U 
ax 
o r 
ds v ax y ds 
which leads t o 
Ik 
% - - / V d x + a 
For the nonhomogeneous biharmonic equation, 
V= - fi|- (x2 + / ) 
and we have from the above integrals 
%).-4 /" (x2 + / ) dx + a±. 
d<t> pu> / , 2 . 2 , 
, - = — y ,x + y ) dy + b. 
. l o 
On the boundaries 1 and 2, the inner and outer boundaries, respectively 
we have 
2 2 p 2 x + y =• R. 
l 
By subs t i tu t ion , we have 
s 
M l - P̂ L / ~ p ? 
S J = ~ - / R.."dx + a 
i . ' o 
d<A pw r s • 2 , , , 
^ J . = — 7 R i d y + b i 
/ l y O 
or 
| » \ = e£ R.2x + a. 
ax L 2 I I 
15 
2 „ • 
T-
 =
 "TT~ •K. y + b dy ± 2 i
J T i 
Furthermore, 
which leads directly to 
2 2 2 
• i = 3r- R± (%• + | - ) +
 a i x + V + c i 
Thus, on these two concentric circular boundaries, <t> has the form 
2 , 
<t>. = £!̂ _ R / + A.x •+ b.y + C. (22) 
I 2 l l i l v ' 
Since the differential equation and the boundary conditions are both 
linear, we may separate the solution into two parts: a complementary 
part, and a particular part.. 
For the related homogeneous equation, simply set V equal to zero, 







-'xy ~~ (5x3y 
and 
^ < t > = 
16 
When the above expressions for the stresses are used in conjunction 
with equations (13) and (lV), the stress function and its derivatives have, 
on the boundaries, the. form 
Â 
SA' = ai 
$ . = a. x + b y + C 
1 .1 i 1 
It is now clear that the solution to the nonhomogeneous biharmonic 
equation with boundary conditions (22) may be written, as the sum of a com-
plementary (homogeneous) solution, and a particular solution. The comple-
mentary solution satisfies the homogeneous biharmonic and the boundary 
conditions: 
<t>. = a.x + b y + C. 
1 1 i 1 
and the particular solution satisfies the nonhomogeneous biharmonic and 
the boundary conditions: 
V - ' v Ri* 
Consistent with the preceding remarks, let the complete solution of the 
nonhomogeneous biharmonic equation be 
<t> == <t> * + <t>, 
d 
where $ is the complementary solution, and «t> is the particular 
17 
solut ion. From t h i s , i t follows that on a boundary i for t h i s problem, 
•rt-
<j> . == a x + b . y + c . (?^) 
•d - 4- < m 
• i 
The constants a., b_., c_. will, in general, have different 
values for each boundary i, but may be chosen as arbitrarily zero on 
one of these boundaries. From previous results applied to the ith 
boundary, we have 
d<t> * 
= a , (25) 
dx J i 
& \ * \ • • . < * ) 
p 
<$$ J\ pw"~ ^ 2 / N 
s dL= V R ix : (-2^ 
cS" a ) . = ~ - Ri y ( 2 8 ) 
Composite Solution 
Consider a-body-defined, by n + 1 boundaries, and having a., b., 
and c. arbitrarily zero on not more than one of those boundaries. A 
l 
composite solution is proposed that will satisfy the boundary values (23) 
through (28)» This composite solution, consists of a particular solution 
plus a summation of complementary solutions. 
From relations (23), (25), and (26), it may be seen that the comple-
mentary solution must satisfy three conditions on each boundary with the 
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exception of one which is arbitrary, or a total of 3n conditions. The 
composite complementary solution is composed of 3n solutions, each of 
which will satisfy one of the 3n boundary conditions while not conflict; 
ing with the others.7 This composite complementary solution will then 
have the form 
n 
i=l 
Furthermore, on any boundary, i, 
A d*aA 
*" := 7. '"(a.<l> t b.A + CA ) 
' LJ i a.. i b _. i c ' 
VA 





5y = 0 
d<|> 
b . 1 
= 1 
~ ^ r 
d<!> 
c . 1 = 0 \ \ -1 -£)-° 
and on any other boundary, q, where q 4 i, we have the following 
properties: 
d<Dr A 3d) A 
Vq a q 
Sfc- s. d<l> ' v ' ' 
cH A o > N 
Since 
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aA V fN\ . , (W (*< 
^ , \ /^-u \ /CVJ> 
f)r I -.(-#),••.(-^l •••(-£) ^0 
i a l 
i t i s e a s i l y s e e n t h a t c o n d i t i o n s ( 5 0 ) and ( 3 I ) a r e e q u i v a l e n t t o c o n d i -
t i o n s ( 2 3 ) , ( 2 5 ) , a n ( ^ (26)» T h u s , t h e c o m p o s i t e complemen ta ry s o l u t i o n 
w i l l s a t i s f y t h e n e c e s s a r y bounda ry c o n d i t i o n s , and h e n c e , i s v a l i d „ I n 
o r d e r t o o b t a i n t h e c o m p l e t e c o m p o s i t e s o l u t i o n , i t i s m e r e l y r e q u i r e d 
t h a t t h e p a r t i c u l a r s o l u t i o n , <!>,, b e added t o t h e complemen ta ry s o l u t i o n , 
<t> , o r 
n 
) - ( a ^ + b . ^ + c <Dp ) •+ •• ( 3 2 ) 
. , i i • " i 
i= l 
Since t h e d i s k under cons ide ra t i on i s defined by two bounda r i e s , 
i t follows t h a t 
. n + 1 - 2 • 
o r 
n = 1 
The composite solution for this particular disk then assumes the 
form 
1 
(a.<j> + b.4>, + c.0 ) + 6 
.1 a. 1 b. 1 c. d 
.. T 1 . 1 1 • 
-1=1 
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o r , in expanded form 
•'- a i \ + bi\ + vc
 + *d (55) 
Let the boundar ies 1 and 2 be the boundaries of t h e c e n t r a l hole and t h e 
ou t e r edge of t h e d i s k , r e s p e c t i v e l y . On boundary 2 , 0 , <j> , <t> , 
a b e 
1 D l 1 
and t h e i r d e r i v a t i v e s w i l l a l l be equal to z e r o . 
M i c h e l l ' s Conditions for Composite So lu t ion 
Assuming t h a t some method e x i s t s for ob ta in ing t h e va lues of t h e 
var ious s t r e s s funct ions in t he composite s o l u t i o n , t h e r e s t i l l remains 
the problem of eva lua t ing the m u l t i p l i c i t y of a s s o c i a t e d c o n s t a n t s . The 
remaining s e t of cond i t ions which may b«: employed t o t h i s end a r e M i c h e l l ' s 
displacement c o n d i t i o n s . 
In order t o make the p r e s e n t a t i o n l e s s cumbersome, t h e fol lowing 
opera tor n o t a t i o n w i l l be employed: 
hih-f. IT* 
hO J ^;— -"5n as ds 
l J c l_ 
•a . a 
y x— + x -v-
ds 
( \ -1 * 
Since the differentiation, operator is linear, 
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1 a-, 1 b . 1 V r l ci 
and equations (15.) through (IT) assume the form 




alX2 (^ \ J + *A If'bj + C1J2 \f\J -• (35) 
- J 2 | ^ » d j - (1- - v)l2 (ir}1 + (1 + v)^<W} 
^ \f \ \ + Vj {f \ ) + ^ S (^•c.) " <*>. 
1 1 ^ 1 
• ^ i^j - ( i • v) i3 ^ v ( i+v)i^ (Y£\ 
Assuming that the composite stress functions may be found, this 
problem has been reduced to one of three equations and three unknowns, thus 
the solution may be found. 
When the constants have been evaluated, the stress function 0 may 
be evaluated in turn. Substituting this stress function into equation 
(9) through (11) will yield the stress distribution throughout the disk, 
and the solution may be considered as complete. 
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CMPTER IV 
SPECIAL FEATURES OF COMPOSITE SOLUTION 
Properties of Solutions 
If the body under consideration is symmetric with no external 
loads, and symmetrically distributed internal loads, it will possess a 
stress distribution. For simplicity,--consider' the case where the sym-
metry is such that the stress is the same in each quadrant. 
Stating that the stress distribution is the same in each quadrant 
implies that the stresses must be even, functions with respect to the vari-
ables x and y. -
Noting that the x and y stresses are expressed in cartesian 
coordinates as the second partial derivatives with respect to y and x 
respectively, it is possible to reach certain conclusions about the proper-
ties of the stress function. Recalling that if one has a function of two 
variables, say x and y, the odd and even properties of that function 
with respect to either variable will change if a partial derivative is 
taken with respect to either variable. Thus, beginning with a function 
that is even in both x and y, and taking the first partial derivative 
with respect to x will produce a second function which is odd in x, 
and even in y. Similarly, taking the second partial derivative with 
respect to x of the initial function produces a third function which is 
even in x, and even in y» Since the stresses, a and a , for this 
x y 
particular problem are even in both x and y, it follows that the stress 
function is likewise even in x and. y. 
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Examination of equation (23) reveals that the complementary solut ion 
is odd in both x and y if the coefficients a and b a1"^ d i f fe r -
i i 
ent from zero. In order to resolve this conflict, it is required that 
these two coefficients be zero on both boundaries. That these coeffi-
cients are indeed zero will be shown for this particular problem, but a 
more general treatment would extend the result to other similar problems. 
Effect of Solution Properties upon Integrals 
Integral Operators 
In that the contour C. which is specified .for each of the line 
:L 
integrals is any closed path enclosing an internal boundary, let the 
contour be a circle with its center at the origin. The normal deriva-
tive to the path, then, is the derivative in the radial direction, and 
the tangential, derivative is the derivative with respect to the angle, 
6>, multiplied by the reciprocal, of the radius, or 
a = a 
75n cF 
, ds = rd9 
and, 
a = n 
"3s r "5e 
The angle 9 being measured from the positive x-axis, we have 
x = r cos 9 
y .= r sin 9 
Since the radius is constant, it may be factored out of the integrals, and 
2k 
we have, for any function (̂r,,0)j, 
>2* 
h(<\-r i - - i r i i d 9 c . 
1 
oi - f. r L. 
i 
v ** x ** 
>2i t r 
cl s . = r ( r t s i * 9) * - ( c o s 9 ) * dS 
{•K. • 
ot , at 
ds (3n 
.2^ 
ds = r ( s i n 0) | S + ( r ± cos e ) | t | d9 0 
• 2 * 
I 4 ; ( ^ = = / . : ; t d s = r... / : t d 0 
1 ' c . 
Odd and Even Integrands 
Letting "i" denote any of the above integrals, with integrand 
f(r,0), we have 
p2n o3t/2 psi 
1 {*) = [f (r,e)]de =  / [f(r,e)]de + / [f(r,a)]de 
jt 2 
2it p d. pd.^ 
+ / [>(r,0)}ie + / [ f ( r , 0 )>0 
3n 
2 
For t h e c a s e of f ( r , 0 ) b e i n g even i n x and odd i n y , we have 





i ( t ) = 0 
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For the case of f ( r , 0 ) being odd in x and even in y , we have 
— 5* 
f 2 . pit ^ ~ r 2 i t 
/ [ f ( r ,0 ) Jd0 = - / [ f ( r , 0 ) ] d 0 = - 7 [ f ( r , 0 ) l d 0 = / [ f ( r ,0 ) ]d0 
o ; it ' ; i t ^ j t 
or 
( ^ = 0 
For t h e case of f ( r , 0 ) being odd in x and odd in j , we have 
it 3rc 
/ [ f ( r , 0 ) ] d 0 = - f [ f ( r , 0 ) ] d 0 == f [ f ( r , 0 ) ] d 0 = - f [ f ( r , 0 ) ] d 0 




For the case of f(r,0) being even in x and even in y, we have 
n 3x 
f [f(r,0)]d0 = f [f(r,0)]d0 = J [f(r,0)]d0 = f [f(r,0)]d0 
Jt J % J ~$% 
2 "2" 
or 
1 W= k / [f(^,0)]d0 
The conclusion is reached that any of the above integrals which does not 
possess an integrand which is even in both x and y will have a result-
ing value of zero upon evaluation. 
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With r e s p e c t t o x and y , t h e Laplacian of <t> has t h e same odd 
and even p r o p e r t i e s as <t>, "because t h e LELplacian i s composed of second 
d e r i v a t i v e s w i th r e spec t t o e i t h e r v a r i a b l e . Fur thermore , cos 0 i s odd 
in x , even in y , and s i n Q i s even in x , and odd in y . Remember-
ing t h a t t h e product of two odd funct ions , o r two even func t ions y i e l d s an 
even f u n c t i o n , and t h a t t h e product of an odd func t ion and an even func-
t i o n i s an odd func t ion , t h e : in tegrands s h a l l be i n v e s t i g a t e d . A l so , 
__.. = cds 0 -r~ I s in 9 -r-
dr dx dy 
-̂ -=; = - r s i n 0 -^- + r cos 9 -r-^6 dx dy 
h(*X 
I f t h e convention ( + , - ) , i s used to denote a func t ion t h a t i s even 
in x and odd in y , e t c . , then we have 
cos 0 = ( - , + ) ' 
s i n 0 = ( + , - ) 
' , . ' • 
and we may represent -^- by 




* = ( + ,+) 
Thus, for I Ofj. t o be non-zero , i t s argument, \|f, must be even in 
both x and y . 
\ (+}i 
From t h e in tegrand of t h i s i n t e g r a l , we o b t a i n 
( r . s i n 9) | r - (cos 8) | * &% (2 r . s i n Q cos Q) Z£ v l ox 
+ ( r s i n 2 0- r i c o s
2 0) J t 
o r 
in tegrand == ( - , - ) -|g + ( + ,+) JJJ 
For t h i s in tegrand t o be even in x and y , i t i s n e c e s s a r y t h a t \jr 
be even in x , and odd in y . A l l o the r combinations w i l l y i e l d a r e s u l t 
of z e r o . 
S<*>i 
From the integrand of this integral, we obtain 
(sin 0 ) | | + (r. cos 0) -g = (-r. sin2 0 + r. cos2 0) || 
-f- (2r. sin 0 cos 0) -^ 
i dy 
or 
integrand « ( + ,+) ̂  + (.-,-) || 
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For this integrand to be even in x and y, it is necessary that \|r be 
odd in x, and even in y. All other combinations will yield a result of 
zero. 
\ « \ 
By inspection, it is seen that \|c must be even in both x and y 
for this integral to have a non-zero result. 
Reduction of Composite Solution 
Applying the results of the previous section, it will be possible 
to inspect the argument variable of each integral, and immediately tell 
whether the integral is required to possess a result of zero. If the in-
tegral does not possess a result of zero by inspection, it may still pos-
sibly turn out to be equal to zero upon evaluation. In the presentation 
to follow, "non-zero" will denote the value of an integral that is not 
zero by inspection. 
In Table 1, the argument variables, their properties in x and y, 
and their consequent effect upon the line integrals are all tabulated. 
Referring to Table 1 and equations (3̂ -) through (36), we have 
^ { ^ • c j . " " H ^ l - - (1-v) hW (37) 
i 
From t h i s , i t may be concluded t h a t 











V i ^ 1 
d. 1 
V i \ i 
ST* 
al 
odd even 0 0 NZ -
^K 
bl 
even odd 0 NZ 0 -
ci 
even even NZ 0 0 -
^ V even even NZ, 0 0 -
v even even NZ 0 0 -
Vm even odd - - - 0 
VZ odd 
• 
even - - - 0 
NZ: Non-zero 
- : Not applicable 
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* " c l * c 1 + •d OS) 
The boundary cond i t ions a r e then reduced to 
**) = c ! (39) 
A 
<t>* L « 0 (1,0) 
/ 
• • ) . 
= -p-£ \k (*D 
/ l / l 
^ A 2 o 
^ A 2 o 
^ V - ^ H A (W) 
The composite s o l u t i o n has been reduced from a t o t a l of four s t r e s s 
funct ions t o t h e above two. Assuming t h a t 4> and <t>., may be found, t h e 
c , d • '' 
cons tant c may be computed from equat ion ( 3 7 ) , and t h e s t r e s s funct ion 
<t> from equa t ion ( ^ 8 ) . As mentioned a t t he end of Chapter I I I , t h e s t r e s s 
d i s t r i b u t i o n may then be obtained from"equations (9) through ( 1 1 ) . 
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CHAPTER V 
METHOD OF SOLUTION 
Finite Difference Formulation 
In the preceding chapters, it was assumed that a method existed 
for evaluating the stress function, <!>, and indeed, several such methods 
exist. Basically, the problem consists of the solution of the non-homo-
geneous biharmonic equation (21) subject to the boundary conditions (15) 
through (17), and (39) through (^l). The resulting solution will be a 
unique stress function which may be substituted into equations (9)> (10), 
and (11) to obtain expressions for the stresses. 
A general solution to the biharmonic equation does exist, but its 
complexity makes prohibitive the task of evaluating the many constants 
it containso This is due to the fact that these constants are evaluated 
by applying the boundary conditions to the general solution, a somewhat 
formidable endeavor, at best. The usual procedure for obtaining a closed-
form solution is to obtain a number of elemental solutions which satisfy 
the biharmonic equation, and then superimpose these solutions to obtain 
an "exact".'solution. The solution so obtained is exact insofar as the 
biharmonic equation is concerned, but not so, for the boundary conditions. 
Theoretically, the boundary conditions could also be satisfied exactly if 
enough of these elemental solutions were used, but the resulting solution 
becomes extremely unwieldy. With regard to these advanced exact methods, 
8 
Manson states that 
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"Although the methods are exact in that each; of the elemental 
solutions satisfies the biharmonic equation, and the exact 
solution can presumably be obtained by the superposition of a 
sufficient number of these solutions, they are approximate 
when practical considerations are injected into the problem of 
satisfying the boundary conditions. The calculations become 
cumbersome, particularly in the methods involving the applica-
tion of roots of transcendental equations and complicated com-
binations of complex numbers. 
In practice, therefore, the results obtained become no 
more accurate, and in many cases, much less accurate, than 
approximate methods. One reason for this is that, while the 
form of solution is such that the differential equation is 
always satisfied, the degree to which the boundary conditions 
are satisfied, depends markedly upon the number of terms used. 
Unless many terms are used, adherence to the boundary condi-
tions may be very poor. 
On the other hand, it is the boundary conditions, rather 
than the biharmonic equation, that have the most influential 
effect in defining the specific nature of a given elasticity 
problem,, Hence, superior results may be obtained by methods 
in which the assumed solutions are such that the boundary 
conditions are exactly satisfied, while adherence to the dif-
ferential equation at all points is compromised by limitations 
in the number of terms used." 
Of the available approximate methods for solving the biharmonic equa-
tion, the method of finite differences appears to be the most promising. 
Recalling that the finite difference method involves solving for the argu-
ment variable of a differential equation at. a predetermined number of iso-
lated points, it must be realized that the accuracy of the solution may be 
progressively improved by increasing the number of points used. By this 
method, then, an investigator.may easily obtain a somewhat crude approxi-
mation to the solution by using a few points, and later improve the accu-
racy to the desired degree by simply increasing the number of points in 
the grid. 
Relaxation techniques for solving systems of finite difference equa-
tions have seen broad application in all fields of engineering, and when 
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programmed for high-speed digital computers, they provide a very practi-
cal method for obtaining an approximate solution to a problem such as 
this o 
In that a method of solution was desired which would be practi-
cal from the standpoint of engineering design, it was decided to use the 
finite difference approximation to solve the problem... To further make 
the method as rapid and simple as possible, the relaxation procedure, 
programmed for the Burroughs 220 digital computer, was used to solve 
the resulting systems of equations» 
Polar Grid 
In most applications, a square grid, or network, of points is 
used, and the finite difference equation expressed in Cartesian coordi-
nates. For bodies having rectangular boundaries, such an approach is 
logical, as the grid size may be adjusted to make each boundary coincide 
with a line of grid points,, '.In any application where defined boundaries 
pass between grid points, such as curved boundaries, and rectangular grids, 
approximations must be used to define certain of these boundary-adjacent 
points in.terms of other points which are better defined. This is an 
undesirable situation at best, because it means that there are approxima-
tions within an already approximate method, and accuracy must surely 
suffer. The best approach, then, is to use a grid network of a type which 
best fits the boundaries of the body in question. 
In that the disk of this problem, possesses two concentric, circu-
lar boundaries, it was decided to use a polar grid of the type shown 
in Figure 2, and to express the blharmonic equation in terms of polar 
coordinates. The grid size was adjusted to fit the boundaries as well as 
& 
12 
Note: p = j7- rad 
m = 0o5" 
1" Rad. 
Figure 2. Disk with Grid Network, 
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possible, consis-tent with the number of grid points deemed feasible for 
an initial investigation.. 
Biharmonic Equation 
In order to express the biharmonic equation in polar finite dif-
ference form, the following finite difference expressions are needed„ 
Where m is the grid size in the radial direction, and p is the grid 
size in the tangential direction, we have: 
Ar = m; A0 = p 
and where j denotes zhe r coordinate, and k, the 9 coordinate, 
we have 
A _ i \ = _ L _ ' ( < D - 24 ) +24) - (J) ) (kl) 
$r3J. 2m3 J+2,k ^ j + l j r k
 + ^j-l,k ^-2,k ; [ !) 
7 1 * / , ? J + 2 ' k J + i ' k J ' k J"1 '15 J"2>k 
5 r y j , k m 
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37, v
 = ̂  (*J+1'k+1" *J-^+1 " 2 W + 2*H,t (51» 
J j k 
+ (J) - 6 ) 
T 9 j+l,k-l ' ^j-l^k-l^ 
k \ 
S?i?/ t
 = 77 ( W * "2">^+ Wi" 2to (52) 
Referring to the biharmonic (aquation (21), i t is seen that certain of the 
above derivatives possess coefficients Involving the radius, r . In the 
finite difference formulation, the radius used will be that to the central 
point (,.j,k)o Applying the proper coefficients, and combining terms, we 
obtain, for the right-hand side of (21) 
v4 
Vj,k • a l ( r ) V , k + ° 2 ( r ) . V l , k + a5(r) V + a 4 ( r ) *. j - l ,k ( 5 3 ) 
+ a 5 ( r ) *j-2 ,k + %'^ <»j,k+2 + * j , k - 2 ) + a 7 ( r ) ( V l , k + 1 
+ Vl.k^ + a 8 ( r ) ( * j , k + l + • j > f c . l




/- ^ _ t k 2 x J. r J. k k \ 
a2(.rj - {- --j- - —-=r - »2--o + — — + - J - 2 - " 2 2 2
 J 
m rm" r m rvmp r mp r m p 
/ ^ ^ 6 . 2 ,. 8 8" , 6 / 
a * W = ( -£ + -2-5 + - 2 2 2* " T~2
 + TT J 
•̂  m r m r m p r p r p 
37 
a(r)-f J t +
 2___J_ 1 ^ _ J L J \ 
V r ; ~ - TT + — "2~2 ~ 7 1 " " ^ " ~ 2 - 2 2 2 
\ m rm r m 2r^m r^mp r m p / 
V>=(V^) 
\m rnr/ 
a 6 ( r ) = T¥ 
• - . • • . . . . • r p 
>T(r) = / - _ L _ + - ? | ^ ) 
\ r^mp r m p / 
a 8 W = (" ~~2 + "TT2 " T T \ r m p r p r p y 
a 9 ( r ) =( ~T~2 + 2 2 2 ) 
^r^mp r m p y 
Thus, the finite difference expression of the biharmonic equation at a 
central point (j,k) involves the value of 4> at the central point plus 
the values at twelve other surrounding points,, This array of points is 
often referred to as the "biharmonic star,1 and is illustrated in Figure 
o 
3 with the coefficients of the various points superimposed„ 
The boundary conditions at the two boundaries, equations (39) 
through (MO, must all be expressed in terms of finite differences and/or 
the coordinates, depending on whether derivatives are involved. Use of 
values of the derivatives on the boundaries allows values to be affixed 
to the fictitious points which do not lie on the disk. These points must 
be used in order to obtain, a solution over the complete grid. In the same 
vein, the boundary conditions set the va.lues of the stress function at 
points which lie on the boundaries. 
38 
Figure 3. Biharmonic Star, 
t 
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Solution Proced ure 
The composite solution (38) was employed, therefore, the biharmonic 
equation had to be solved over the grid one time for each of the two stress 
functions 4> , and d> . For the stress function d> , the homogeneous 
1 a cl 
biharmonic equation was solved, and for d> , the nonhomogeneous biharmonic 
was similarly solved. In each case, a relaxation procedure was used such 
that the value of the stress function at the central point was recomputed 
to make the associated residual, of error, zero before moving to the next 
grid pointo- The method of sweeping over the grid was accomplished as fol-
lows: (a) Starting at the first arc of grid points lying between the inner 
and outer boundaries, at 0 equal, to zero, advance in the positive tan-
gential direction to the edge of the quadranto (b) Increase radius one 
increment, and repeat until last arc inside of outer boundary is reached. 
(c) Return to starting pointo Steps (a) through (c) represent one sweep 
of the entire grid. Iteration and relaxation was accomplished by repeated 
sweeps0 After sufficient iteration had been carried out to reduce the 
residuals at all points to negligible magnitude, the stress function val-
ues at the various points were assumed to be correct. In each case, 500 
sweeps over the grid reduced the residuals such that there was no change 
in the eighth significant digit for succeeding iterations, thus, further 
iterations were deemed unnecessary. 
After the 500 sweeps had been executed, finite differences were 
again employed to compute the Laplacian of the stress function at all 
relevant points. These values of the laplacian were later used in eval-
uating the line integrals of Michell's conditions. 
ko 
Evaluation of the Constant, c, 
In order to evaluate the constant, c_, i t was first necessary 
to evaluate the line integrals appearing; in equation (37). The integral 
of the potential function was easily found in closed form, but numerical 
integration, using Simpson's Rule, was employed on the two other integrals 
involving the Laplacian of a stress function. The values of the two 
stress functions and their Laplacians were al l fed into a final computer 
program as input data. This final program performed'the numerical inte-
grations, computed c. , the final stress function $, the approximate 
stress distribution using preceding results, and finally, the actual 
stress distribution using the known solution to the problem. The value 
of the constant c was found to be 502.,9^37• The values of 0 3 <t> , 
and t h e f i n a l s t r e s s f u n c t i o n 0 a r e shown i n F i g u r e h. These v a l u e s 
were found t o be t h e same a l o n g e a c h r a d i a l , l i n e of g r i d p o i n t s . 
S t r e s s D i s t r i b u t i o n 
The f i n a l s t r e s s d i s t r i b u t i o n r e s u l t i n g from t h e above computa -
t i o n s i s shown i n F i g u r e 5 «• A l s o p l o t t e d i s t h e e x a c t s t r e s s d i s t r i b u -
t i o n wh ich was computed from t h e e q u a t i o n s 
3+v 2 , 2 t 2 a
2 b 2 2v ( ^ , 
or == ^ 3 - pw (b + a 75 r ) (5*0 
r 
Vhv 2 ,-2 , 2 , a 2 b 2 1 + 3v 2 
fe = -Vp" ^ + a + "7 3 + ̂  ~ an = --vr- P
w ( b  a  ~ o x . ,, r ) (5-5) 
where a and b denote the .inner and outer radii respectively, A deriva-
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S t r e s s D i s t r i b u t i o n in Disk. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Conclusions 
Inspection of Figure 5 reveals that the numerical solution is in 
fairly close agreement with the exact solution for the values of the 
stresses. The error in the tangential stress at the boundary of the 
central hole is 11.^ per cent, and it should be noted that this is the 
point of maximum stress. Due to the fact that a small number of grid 
points were used, and since the stress gradient at the inner boundary is 
quite high, it is not unreasonable to expect errors of this order of mag-
nitude. In that the rotational speed of disk in this investigation was 
only 2000 RPM, and that the stress varies as the square of the speed 
(equations (5*+) and (55)), it can be seen that much higher rotational 
speeds will produce severe stress gradients at the inner boundary. Large 
grid spacings used in the presence of high stress gradients are. bound to 
produce inaccurate or misleading results. In order to maintain a given 
standard of accuracy, it is mandatory that the investigator decrease the 
grid spacing in accordance with any increases in speed. In the event that 
many grid points are to be used, it may be advisable to first apply a 
rather coarse grid network to obtain approximate values of the stress 
functions. Approximate initial values at all points on the finer grid 
may be obtained by interpolation of the initial results, and thereby 
reduce the number of necessary iterations, and hence, computation time, 
considerably. 
kk 
At t h e o u t s e t , i t was r e a l i z e d t h a t use of a po la r g r i d meant an 
inc reas ing s i z e of g r id blocks in the r a d i a l d i r e c t i o n , and t h a t accuracy 
would probably decrease n o t i c e a b l y in t he r a d i a l d i r e c t i o n . The r e s u l t s 
obtained i n d i c a t e t h a t va lues of t h e s t r e s s g r a d i e n t s have a more n o t i c e -
a b l e e f f e c t upon the accuracy than does t h e r a d i a l change in g r i d s i z e , 
as t h e e r r o r in the t a n g e n t i a l s t r e s s a t t h e inner boundary i s 11.32-per 
c e n t , and t h e e r r o r a t t h e outer boundary i s 10.95 P e ^ c e n t . 
The p o s t u l a t e of a symmetrical s t r e s s d i s t r i b u t i o n for t h i s pa r -
t i c u l a r problem was made in an e a r l i e r c h a p t e r , and many subsequent manip-
u l a t i o n s were based on t h i s c o n d i t i o n . Examination of t he da t a in Appendix 
B w i l l r e v e a l t h a t t he r e s u l t s obtained through the presented method of 
s o l u t i o n agree wi th the p o s t u l a t e . Such a t e s t of symmetry i s extremely 
va luab le when examining output data from a r e l a x a t i o n procedure t o d e t e r -
mine whether s u f f i c i e n t i t e r a t i o n s have been executed. 
The computer programs used t o ob t a in the values of t h e s t r e s s 
func t ions a r e presented in Appendix C,, and a r e followed by the f i n a l 
program which computed t h e s t r e s s d i s t r i b u t i o n using as input d a t a , t he 
value computed in t h e f i r s t two programs. The values of <t> in Appen-
k C l 
dix B have been m u l t i p l i e d by 10 . 
In l i g h t of t h e r e s u l t s obtained in so lv ing t h i s one-dimensional 
problem as i f i t were , in a c t u a l i t y , two-dimensional , i t i s concluded 
t h a t numerica l techniques appl ied t o cu r ren t e l a s t i c theory o f f e r f e a s i -
b l e and a c c u r a t e s o l u t i o n s to o therwise i n t r a c t a b l e two-dimensional 
r o t a t i n g d i s k problems. 
Becommendat ions 
I t i s recommended t h a t fu tu re i n v e s t i g a t i o n s be conducted t o 
^ 
determine the practical level of accuracy attainable in using the method 
herein presented for the solution of actual two-dimensional rotating disk 
problems. It is further" recommended that consideration be given to pro-
gramming a general computer procedure to solve a wide variety of, if not 
all, rotating disk problems. Other variations of the rotating disk which 
are of interest are those with multiple, internal boundaries, steady-state 
or transient heat flux, variable disk thickness, external loadings, and 
angular acceleration. 
APPENDIX A 
B e g i n n i n g w i t h t h e s t r a i n - d e f o r m a t i o n r e l a t i o n s , we have 
3u 
r d~r 
_ u i _3v 
£9 ~ r 'r 39 
1 3u av v 
Now, from ( c ) , we have 
oJ 0 p 
r9 = i cj~u. , a v i av 
~~W r . a 2 "d~r3"9 r "d~9 d9 
and taking the partial derivative with respect to r, we obtain 
a y • " . 
r9 _ _i_. a2_u i _ a \ . a V ji_ av i â v 
"c5r̂ 9 2 "2 r . .72" '' . 2._ + 2 "59 " r ^ H 0 u r 39 drd9 3r 39 .r 
From these last two expressions,, we obtain 
3 7 37 . , . 
r 9 , i r9 i â u , a-9v 
T — S ? 5 5 -
T 7 - 5 e - r 5 r S e 2 - 2 ^ 
b u t 
v5 d"e 
c r u r 
oro9c] be2 
Thus, 
Now, an expression in terms of trie strains must be found for ——^— 
dr d0 
We have 
9 = _L 4- _ ̂ u _L ̂ v + i ^ v 
3r~ 2 u r "dT " 2 1515 + r "dTd~e 
r . r 
which leads to 
^•9 i _ i du + i a
2v 




Thus, we have 
0 . _ d v 
-•r '!" C . — c — - ^ — < r -
dr 8 r drd( 
Taking another partial derivative with respect to r, we have 
a% . . d£e der a5v 
- r 2 W, -ST - dr2bg 
Substituting th i s expression for the right-hand side of (d), we obtain 
k8 
~0~rW~ ' r ~W " r \ ^ ~ ^~2~ ~ ~5T W 
09 or 
Factoring out the strains, we have 
4sS + ~r ie) \ + ( I - ~r ̂ ) Er ' (" ~2 + 2 £) eB = ° 




On the following pages, the values of <D , <D,, and • <D are 
listed as are the values of the radial stress, tangential stress, and 













































Bl = l 
B2 = l 
B3=l 
B4=l 
B5 = 2 
B6'2 
B7 = 4 
B8=l 
Al ( J 
A2( J 
A O / I 


















TATE, VALUES OF AIRY STRESS FUNCTION-DISK WITH CENTRAL 
VALUES 






/( (J*2) (M*4 ) ) 
/(2(J*3) (M*4) ) 
/( 1 J*3) (M*4 ) (P*2 ) ) 
/( (J*2) (M*4 ) (P*2 ) ) 
/{ Ii J*4) (M*4 ) \P*2) ) 













































2 PH(895)=0.0 % 
2 PH<8,6)=0.0 % 
2 PH(89?)=0.0 $ 
2 PH(898)=0«0 $ 
2 PH(899)=0.0 $ 
2 PH(8,10)=0.0 $ 
2 PH<8,11)=040 $ 
2SYMX.. PH(2,2)=+PH(2,M $ 
2 PH(3,2)=+PH(3e4) $ 
2 PH(4,2)=+PH(4»A) $ 
2 PH(5,2)=+PH(5»4) $ 
2 PH(6,2)=+PH(6»4) $ 
2 PH(792)=+PH(7,/fj $ 
2 PH(8 $2)= + PH{ 8?4 ) 
2 PH(3»l)= + PH(-3>5). $ 
2 PH ( 4 = 1 ) =-+.PH ( 4?5 ) 
2 PH(5*1 )=+PH(5,5) $ 
2 PH(691)=+PH(695) $ 
•s PH ( 7 * 1 ) =+PH ( 7"» 5 ) $ 
2SYMY«« PH(2,i2)=+PH(2»iO) $ 
2 PH-(3,12)=+PH(3»10) $ 
2 PH(4»12)=+PH(4.»10) $ 
2 PH(5»12)=+PH(5»10) $ 
2 PH(6512)=+PH(6910) $ 
2 PH(7,12)=+PH(7910) $ 
2 PH(8»12)=+PH(8910) $ 
2 PH(3»13)=+PH(3 99) $ 
2 PH(4,13)=+PH{499) $ 
2 PH(59l3)=+PH(5,9) $ 
2 PH(6»13.)s+PH(6'».9) $ 
2 PH(7»1'3)*+PH(7 99-)' $ 
20UT1.. PH( 1*3)=PH(3,3) $ 
2 PH(1»4)=PH(3,4) $ 
2 PH(195)=PH(3*5) $ 
2 PH(l96)=PH(3»6) $ 















































Ol_l / Q 1 1 \ — O 
r m ? 9 j. A ; — r 




+ AM J) «PH( 
+A7 { J) {PH( 
+A9(J)(PH( 
IF G LEO 5 




















i -i "7 i 
\ I 9 I I 
(7,8) 
(7,9) 
H / 7 . l m 
9 7 I - ' -
,11) 
1/A3(J))(Al(J) .PH(J+2,K)+A2(J) .PH( J + l, 
J-1,K)+A5(J).PH(J-2,K)+A6(J)•(PH(J,K+2 
J + i • K.+1 ) +PH ( J+1 ? K-1 } ) + A8 { J ) ( PH • J ? K +1 ) + 














P H I f „ tr
»K-2)) 
_1 M 
M*2 ) )+(1V(2.J(M*2) ) ) )PH(J+l,K)-< (2 
) (P*2) ) ) )PH(J,K) + ( (1/(M*2) )-(l/(2. 
) (M*2) (P*2) ) ) (PH(J,K+1 )+PH(J,K-1) ) 
T) 
J=(2,l98)$ FOR K=(3,l,ll)$ PH(J,K 







2C0MMENT D.E. TATE, VALUES OF AIRY STRESS FUNCTION-DISK WITH CENTRAL 
2 HOLE $ 
2COMMENT PHD VALUES $ 
2ARRAY PH(9»13)»A1(7)»A2(7) ,A3(7) »A4(7)»A5(7)»A6(7)»A7(7) »A8(7)9A9(7) 
2 »DSO(9»13)»TH(H) $ 
2INTEGER J«K $ 
2 J P O T . . READ($$DATA) $ 
2 FOR J = ( 3 , l , 7 ) $ . 
2BEG IN- B i s i / ( M * 4 ) $ 
2 B 2 = l / ( ( J ) ( M * 4 ) ) $ 
2 B 3 = l / ( < J * 2 ) ( M * 4 ) ) $ 
"9 D A «. 1 / / "} * IU I t * 'ki.JL /. » \ » 
c u * » — J . / \ £ . \ * / * > . p / t I»I - >+ I I 9 
2 B5«2/H J*3) (M*4 ) (P*2 ) ') $ 
2 B6 = 2/( ( J#2MM*4) (P*2) ) $ 
2 B7'=4/( (J*4.}.(M*4UP*2.)'). $ 
2 B8=l/((J*4)(M*4)(P*4)) $ 
2 Al(J)=B1+B2 $ 
? i J I . M r - A . R I - r . R ^ - R ^ + BA + ̂ .RH-^-nA * 
"3 A 1 / l i - £. o i J , "> • a <5 J t /. n / : - = i r i " 7 . i ? f - i r > «• 
«. r \ - ^ < s / ; — w . Q i ^ ^ o u - ' T ' T . Q o — £ » D f ~ r o . D O -P 
2 A4(J)=-4.B1+2.B2-B3-B4-2.B5-2.B6 $ 
2 A5(J)=B1-B2 $ 
2 A6(J)=B8 $ 
2 A7(J)=-B5+B6 $ 
2 A8(J)=-2.B6+B7-4.B8 $ 
2 A 9 ( J ) = B 5 + B 6 END $ 
2 RHO=0.000738 $ 
2 O M E G A = ( 2 0 Q 0 . 0 ) ( 8 / 1 5 . 0 ) ( 0 . 1 9 6 3 4 9 5 ) $ 
2 N U = 0 . 3 0 $ 
2 RO=(RHO) (0MEGA*2) $ 
2 RA=1 .0 $ 
2 RB=4 .0 • $ 
2 FOR K = ( 3 » l 9 l l ) $ 
2BEG IN 
2 B 0 U N D 1 . . P H ( 2 » K ) = ( R O / 4 . 0 ) ( R A * 4 ) $ 
2BOUND2. . P H ( 8 * K ) = ( R O / 4 . 0 H R B * 4 ) END $ . . vS 
















































PH i 4*1) =+P"H (495) 
PH(5 91)= + PH(595) 
PH(69i )*+PH(6«5.) ; 
PH(79l.)= + PH( 7 95 ) 
PH(29l2)=+PH(29lO) 
PH(39l2)=+PH(3 9lO) 
riLj/A^-Js— ± n u ( /, . l nt r n \ f H i l —-ri- n v ** v i u» 









C = C + 1 
FOR J»(39l97) 
FOR K»(3»l9ll) 
PH(J,K)=-(1/A3(J)) (Al(J)«PH(J + 29K)+A2( J) .PH(J+I9K) 
+A4{J) .PH(: J-l9K)+A5( J.) »PH( J-2,K)+A6( J) .(PH(J»K+2)+PH(J*K-2) ) 
+A7(J) (PH{J + l9K+l)+PH(J+I9K-I) )+A8(J) (PH(J»K+1)+PH(J9K-I)) 
+ A9(J)(PH(J-l9K + l)+PH(J-I9K-I) )-2.0(RHO) (OMEGA*2.0>(l.O-NU)) 
IF C LEQ 500 
GO TO LOOP 
VJT 
2 FOR J»(2»l»8) $ 
2 FOR K=(3,i,ll) $ 
2 DSQ( J»K) = ((1/(M*2) )+(l/(2.J.(M*2) )) »PH(J+l,K)-{ (2/(M*2) ) 
2 +(2/( ( J*2) (M«2). (P*2) ) ).)PH(J,K) + ( (1/(M*2) )-(1/<2.J(M*2) ) ) J'PH ( J 
2 -l»K)+(l/((J*2) (M*2)(P*2) )) (PH{J,K+l>+PH(J»K-1)) $ 
2 WRITE($$ANS»FMT) $ 
2INPUT DATA(M,P,C, FOR J=(l,l»9) $ FOR K=(2,l»12) $ PH(J9KM $ 
20UTPUT ANS(FOR J=(191,9) $ FOR K=(29l912) $ PH(J»K),FOR•J*(2t1»8) $ 
2 FOR K=M"3»i,ii) $ DsQ(J»K)l $ 
2FORMAT FMT(*5*9B2>1F15.8»W0> $ 
2 FINISH $ 
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APPENDIX C 
The computer programs employed a r e l i s t e d in t h i s s e c t i o n . Pre-
ceding each program, i s a l i s t of the ALGOL symbols used and a b r i e f 
exp lana t ion of t h e i r meaning. 
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Symbol L i s t 
Programs f o r i> and <j> 
c < 
1 
A l g o l Symbol 
J ,K : s u b s c r i p t s j , k 
•PH(J,K) : <t>. v ( s t r e s s f u n c t i o n c o n c e r n e d depends on p rog ram i n q u e s t i o n ) 
PHC1 : <j> 
PHD : <K 
. d 
Bl t h r o u g h B8 : programming a i d s 
A l ( . j ) t h r o u g h A 9 ( J ) : a ^ ( r ) t h r o u g h a ( r ) 
BOUND L . : v a l u e s of s t r e s s f u n c t i o n on b o u n d a r y 1 
BOUND 2 . . : v a l u e s of s t r e s s f u n c t i o n on b o u n d a r y 2 
JPOT. . : p o s i t i o n l a b e l of READ s t a t e m e n t 
LOOP.. : b e g i n n i n g p o i n t of i t e r a t i o n 
SYMX.. : s t r e s s f u n c t i o n v a l u e s a t p o i n t s beyond main g r i d o b t a i n e d 




s t r e s s f u n c t i o n v a l u e s a t p o i n t s beyond main g r i d o b t a i n e d 
from y-symmet ry 
v a l u e s of p o i n t s o u t s i d e b o u n d a r y 1 o b t a i n e d from 
v a l u e s of p o i n t s o u t s i d e b o u n d a r y 2 o b t a i n e d from 
C : number of i t e r a t i o n 
DSQ(J,K) : v <j) ( s t r e s s f u n c t i o n c o n c e r n e d depends on p rog ram i n q u e s t i o n ) 
M : m 
P : P 
RHO : p 
OMEGA : w 
NU : v ' 
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RO : poo 
RA : inner r ad iu s of d i s k 
RB : ou te r r ad iu s of d i s k 
>D \© \© vO vO >0 NO v© * 0 »0 i f ) <*,H' ••—• •-*' r-H f-< r-» r-4 i—» r * H H ( D C O G O 0 O O | 0 O ( D C O a ) 0 O 0 O ' t 
CO 00 CO CO 00 00 00 CO CO OD f » r-t'" '•—I. i -T-rH H rH rH ^ 1 ^-t ^ - l ^ i r H r H r H f H f H r H ^ I ^ I rH rH rH rH 
v O t O y O v O v b v O ^ < O v O vO <)0 vO < ) < 0 v | ^ 0 O v 0 > 0 « 0 « 0 « 0 O O O O O O O O O O O a ) 
l r O ( ^ ( < i c n r o ( n c o c o { n < n m N < \ i r s j K i f \ j ( \ i ( \ w t \ j c \ j N o o o o o o o o o o o c o 
Q_ O O O O O O © O © © © ' » • ? N D « 0 > O v O v O < 0 ^ v O > O N 0 4 , 4 - ^ < t < t < t ^ 4 4 4 ' ' i f l A 
• • • • « • < * • « « U» * • © * • • O • • • « « • • « ' • • • • • • • • • 
r H r H r H r H r H r H r H r H r H r H f H ^ ^ O ^ G ^ C K O ^ O ^ O ^ O ^ O ^ O ^ 
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CL O O O 0 s O O* O t > O O O * • • 
G O O O O O O O O O O O © O 
• • • • • • © • • • • • ' m co en 
O O O O O O O O O O C O O O O O O O i D O O ^ H ' i H 
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r- r- I-- i>- r- i— 
<r «t -a- ̂  <f <r 
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<D • 6 O * * 
© © o © © © 
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en en en en 
• • • • 
O O r-i rH 
en en co co 
r-H r~t en en 
vO vO vO vO vO VO 
0 s 0 s 0 s ff> O^ O^ 
en en en en en en 
i n m ir> ir\ ir> ir\ 
en en en en en en 
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en en en en en en 
\Q \Q vO O 
o o o -̂  
en en en r -
lT> IT* IT* t> 
en en en t > 
• • • o 
H r t H CO 
00 CO 00 r-H 




O p O o p O p co oo co co oo oo co 
O O P © © O ©.rHr i i rH r-t r~t r-t rH i—I 
O o © © © P P m m m m m m m 
« • ® • • • • rH .rH l-H r-t irH i—I i—I 
p © © o © o o * • • • * • • •• • 
© P O O © P P <t -4" >f <t <!">*>* 
p © O O © P O cn en en en en en co 
o © o o o © © r- i*- f*- r~ r- h- r-
H H H H H H H H H H H 0 O C O 0 O O D 0 D 0 O C O 
LL O O O O 
o o o o o «-t P O O © 
CO V • • 9 • 
LU I o o o o 
3 CL P O P © 
_ l p p © © 
< o o o o 
> «—1 r-i i—1 f—1 
a o o o o o o o r ^ h - h - r - o h - r - h - r - r - h - © 
rH rH r-4 i-H CM CM CM (\J CM CM (\) (\J CM CM <\J CM 
l f \ i n i f l i n ( V ) ( \ J M f M ( M N M I \ l ( V J M ( \ J H 
i — i i — i i — i i — i m m m m m m m m m m m m 
< r < J < J - < t C M ( \ J ( \ J ( V J M t \ l ( \ ) ( \ J f \ J ( M ( \ J h -
e n e n e n e n e M C \ j ( \ ) r M r M C M e M ( N j f M e M r M r M 
f ^ r ^ - r * - r * - m m m m m m m m m m m r-t 
O O o o C O C O v O v O v O v O v O v O O vO \£) v0 O •$ 
t—t r-t r-t rH r-t r-t r-l r-t r-t 
^ e \ j < \ j e M ( N < \ J c \ 4 e M < N j r \ i C M e M c n c n c n c n a ^ c n c n c n c n c n c n ^ ^ > ^ > ^ > ^ > f r 
5 3 4 1 2 7 , 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 4 
5 4 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 4 
5 5 4 1 2 7 * 5 1 2 3 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 5 
5 6 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 6 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 7 
5 7 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 749 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 4 
5 8 4 1 2 7 , 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 * 5 8 8 1 4 
5 9 •. 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 * 5 8 8 1 4 
J. V 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 0 71 v) . Q Q 7 4 Q 9 2 6 * 5 *̂ "8 "• 4 
5 11 4 1 2 7 . 5 1 2 3 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 * 5 8 8 1 5 
5 12 4 1 2 7 , 5 1 2 0 7 1 8 . 9 9 7 4 9 9 2 6 . 5 8 8 1 4 
y ? 
«» 
2 0 2 6 * 1 6 9 2 1120,59273 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
6 *̂  ~\ f\ *\ * •» • r\ ~) £ U £ 0 , I O ^ ^ J.J.£.W.7<£.r.2 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 22 
6 4 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 2 1 1 2 0 ^ 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
6 5 2 0 2 6 , 1 6 9 3 1 1 2 0 * 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 22 
6 6 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 5 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 122 2 * 8 3 22 
6 7 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 2 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
6 8 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 2 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 . 8 3 2 2 
A 9 ? O ? ^ . U Q ? 1 1 2 0 * 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 . 8 3 2 2 
6 10 2 0 2 6 , 1 6 9 2 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
6 11 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 3 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
6 12 2 0 2 6 . 1 6 9 2 1 1 2 0 . 9 2 7 3 1 2 2 2 * 8 3 2 2 
7 2 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
7 3 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 * 5 1 1 2 
7 4 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 * 5 1 1 2 
7 5 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 6 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
7 6 5 6 1 * 3 0 1 7 2 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
7 7 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 * 5 1 1 2 
7 8 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
7 9 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 6 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 * 5 1 1 2 
7 10 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 5 6 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 * 5 1 1 2 
7 11 5 6 1 . 3 0 1 6 1 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
7 12 5 6 1 * 3 0 1 5 6 1 5 7 4 . 2 8 0 9 1 6 0 2 . 5 1 1 2 
8 2 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 
8 3 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 
8 4 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 
8 5 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 2 0 7 1 . 8 2 6 3 
8 6 .00000000 
8 7 .00000000 
8 8 .00000000 
8 9 .00000000 
8 10 .00000000 
8 11 .00000000 
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23500 
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STRESSES (ACTUAL) 
RAD. STRESS TAN. STRE 
- • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 2 * 9 7 9 3 9 
1 0 2 . 0 0 6 4 3 3 0 4 . 6 7 0 4 7 
1 2 0 . 1 8 2 1 3 2 4 9 . 6 7 1 2 9 
1 0 9 . 3 6 5 7 3 2 1 3 . 1 4 3 2 2 
8 3 . 0 8 8 8 9 0 1 8 1 . 5 5 4 5 9 
<i. •") - W M M M ^ * ~ 1 1 ̂  r» - v *. Q G C, 
i ^ U l t u u ^ ^ 
- . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 7 . 3 4 9 5 5 
J 
G\ 
Symbol L i s t 
P rogram f o r Computing S t r e s s D i s t r i b u t i o n 









DSQD : V"> 
c l 
c l 
DSQD : V2^ 
d 
PHC1(J,K) :. (4> } 
C l J , k 
PHD(J,K) : (0 ) . 
J .?" -
PH(J ,K) : 4>. , 
'0>k 
SIGMAR(J.K) : (0- ) , . ( n u m e r i c a l ) 4 r ' j j k 
SIGMATH(J,K) : ( a ) . , ( n u m e r i c a l ) 
y J , K 
TAU(J,K) : (£ ) ( n u m e r i c a l 
TQ J , k 
SIGMAR2(J) : a ( e x a c t ) 
SIGMATH2(J) : a 0 ( e x a c t 
NU : v 
RA : Rad ius o f p a t h o f i n t e g r a t i o n 
RHO : p 
P I : JT 
OMEGA : GJ 
66 
M : m 
P : v 
IVli : I { v } 
"1 V. J 1 
N : Number of increments in i n t e g r a t i o n path 
DELX : Size of increments ( r ad i ans ) 
F( ) : Function t o be in t eg ra t ed 
XI : In i^4> I 
' U i 
Kl -^Pdj^d^'Hi^ 
Cl ; c 
Dummy l a b e l 
Pc t ent i a 1 Fun c t i o n , V, 
9 
2COMMENT D . E . T A T E , M . E . DEPT» NO. 1 0 8 5 , MASTERS THESlSt $ 
2COMMENT EVALUATION OF AIRY STRESS FUNCTION AND STRESSES IN 
2 ROTATING DISK 
2ARRAY D N C 1 1 ( 9 ) , D N D 1 ( 9 ) v D S Q C K 8 , 9 ) , D S Q D ( 8 9 9 ) , P H C 1 ( 9 9 1 2 ) , P H D ( 9 9 1 2 ) 
2 P H ( 9 , 1 2 ) . S I G M A R ( 8 . , 1 1 ) 9 S I GMATH ( 8 911) , T A U ( 8 , 1 1 ) 9SIGMAR2(8)9 
2 SIGMATH2(8) 
2 INTEGER I»N»J«K 
2 NU=0*30 
2 RA=1 .50 
2 RHO=0.000738 
2 P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 
2 OMEGA=(2000.O) ( 8 / 1 5 . 0 ) ( ( P I / 1 6 . 0 ) ) 
? w s r » -c ; f t 
2 P*P 1 /16 .0 
? ) U 1 1 = _ l A . n i / D l t J D U A \ ( A U C r s j ! , - . ! / n i u r , . '" 
— . . * i - " - V ' v / \ i 1 / I I M I U / l U P I L O H " ^ / I R M ^ ^ j J 
2PROCEDURE SIMPS<N,DELX • F I ) ) 
2BEGIN INTEGER I , N 
2 S*0»0 
2 S = F ( l ) - f F ( N + l ) 
2 FOR I = ( 2 , 2 9 N > 
2 S « S + ( 4 . 0 ) ( F ( I I ) 
2 FOR I * < 3 » 2 * N - * 1 ) 
2 S « S + ( 2 . 0 ) | F | I I ) 
2 SIMPS( ) = ( D E L X / 3 . 0 ) (S) 





2 FOR -J» ( 2 »1 »8)-
2 FOR K = ( l > l » 9 r 
2 DSQCK J»K)* -<DSQCU J»K) H I . 0 * * 4 ) $ 
2 FOR K*( 1 * 1 * 9 ) 
2BEGIN D N C 1 1 C K ) « ( 1 / < 2 . M D ( D S Q C 1 < 4 , K ) - D S Q C 1 ( 2 * K ) ) 
2 D N D 1 ( K ) » ( 1 / < 2 . M ) U D S Q D ( 4 » K > - D S Q D < 2 « K > ) END 




2 FOR J=l 
2 FOR K=(3,l,ll) 
2 PHC1JJ,K)=PHC1(J+29K) 
2 FOR J»9 
2 FOR K=(3»l»ll) 





7 D P n f i . f U D u r i / i i I / I 
2 FOR K=2 
2 FOR <J=<1.,1,9') 
2 PHC1(J,K)»PHC1(J»K+2)' 
2 FOR K*12 
"> tr /vr» i _ / •> • 'i r-. > 
2 PHC1(J,K)=PHCKJ»K-2) $ 
«- r \jrv &*>• U U ) ? I J 
2 FOR K=(2,l»12> $ 
2BEGIN PHC1(J,K) = (PHC1(J*K) ) (1.0**4) $ 
2 PH(J,K)*Cl.PHCKJ»K')+PHD(JpK) FN© * 
2SUBR0UTINE STRESS $ 
2BEGIN Q = J $ 
2 V=-(0.5J(RHO)(0MEGA*2)((Q.M)*2) $ 
2 SIGMAR(J9K) = (l/( (2.Q) (M*2) ) ) (PH(J+1,K)-PH(J-1,K) ) 
2 + (l/<( (M.Q)*2)(P*2) ))(PH(J9K+1)-2.PH(J,K)+PH(J,K-1))*V $ 
2 SIGMATH(J9K) = (1/(M*2)) (PH(J + l,K)-2.PH(J ,K)+PH(J-l,K))+V $ 
2 TAU(J,K) = (l/( ( (M.Q)*-2)2.P) ) (PH( J»K+1)-PH<J,K-1) ) 
2 -( 1/(4.Q(M*2)P) >.(PH(J+1»K + 1)-PH( J+l»K-l)-PH(J-l»K+;i) 
2 +PH(J-1,K-1)) 
2 RETURN 
2 END STRESS 
2 FOR J=(2»l»8) 
2 FOR K*(3«l»ll) 
2 ENTER STRESS 
2 FOR J=(2»l»8) 
2BEGIN S IGMAR2(J j ' » { ( 3 . 0 + N U ) / 8 . 0 ) (RHO) (0MEGA*2) ( 16 .0 + 1.0 
2 - ( 1 6 . 0 / ( ( J . M ) * 2 ) ) - ( ( J . M ) * 2 ) ) s £ 
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DATAKFOR J = ( 2 » l , 8 ) $ FOR 
DATA2(FOR J - ( : 2 » l , - 8 ) $ FOR 
DATA3(FOR J = ( l 9 l , 9 ) $ FOR 
END 
K = ( 3 9 1 • 1 1 ) 
K = { 1 » 1 , 9 ) 
K= ( 2 9 1 9 1 2 ) 
$ P H G l U f K ) ) 
$ D S O G K J 9 K ) ) 
$ P H D ( J i K ) ) 
DATA4(F0R J * ( 2 * l , 8 ) $ FOR K*( I . 1 . U I 
ANSKFOR 
PHD<J»K) 
A N S 2 ( C l ) 
J = ( 1 » I » 9 ) 
END ) 












(FOR J = . ( l f l » 9 ) $ FOR I 1 \ v . r>Lj 1 1 ; v \ 
IN 9 r n i * » N | 
(FOR J = ( ^ , l 9 8 ) $ FOR. k » C 3 » l , l l ) $ B E G I N J * K, ' S IGMARiJ»K) 
ATH'( 'J ,K) 9 TAU(J9< ) END ) 
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